
 

 

 
 
Newly appointed as Rural Dean, with a Deanery strapline of Communicate, Co-operate and Collaborate, 
and a diocesan requirement to produce a deanery plan which embraced discipleship and opportunities for 
lay people and clergy learning together – LAWD was born. The Deanery has 34 churches, spread over a 
substantial rural area. The two Woodbridge town parishes and the adjoining parish of Melton are the only 
non-rural ones. 
 
Many miles from this corner of Suffolk, once upon a sabbatical I spent time with my husband in New 
Zealand exploring local ministry. I became very struck by the opportunities there were for deaneries to 
become 'local learning groups'. The spur to making this happen came with the need to produce a deanery 
plan, which was not just strategic in terms of clergy numbers, but which gave opportunities for enabling 
learning and discipleship to grow. 
 
It wasn’t that nothing was going on (far from it). An audit of activity showed a vast range: three- day 
festivals of learning and a year-long vocation course in one of our town churches; Alpha, Emmaus, 
and Christianity Explored courses in most benefices; house groups; study groups; prayer groups; film nights; 
walking groups; and quiet days! But a gap emerged – there wasn’t so much happening for people which 
linked their learning into their practice of faith, whether in acknowledged ministerial positions, such as 
Elder, Reader, Lay Evangelist or Pastor or simply as adult Christians. 
 
What did people want to explore? Worship seemed to be a good starting point. I was new as a Rural Dean, 
but I’ve been in the diocese since 1983, and my knowledge of who could contribute and what they could 
offer was valuable, as was a good working relationship with Elizabeth Moore, the Lay Ministry and 
Education Adviser. Mindful of age and travelling distances we found a central venue, with good facilities, 
and we drew up a five-week programme - not too long – to be held in September before the winter 
weather set in. 
 
We traced the story from BCP to Common Worship – we explored the Eucharist not just as a service but as 
a model for living – we visited a local URC Church and met with their minister- we spent time learning 
about Fresh Expressions and were inspired to explore worship through the arts – 'craftsmen art and music’s 
measure for your pleasure all combine. 
 
There was opportunity to learn and be stretched, to apply that learning to our local church. There was 
encouragement to go back and tell the PCC about what had been learnt. But just as importantly, people 
began to talk to one another, to discover what was happening in other places; people felt encouraged and 
less isolated; and they appreciated that they weren’t alone in being part of a small but faithful church 
community - they were part of something bigger. The concept of deanery began to have a human face - 
indeed 30-40 faces - of people who weren’t necessarily the Deanery Synod representatives, but lovingly 
serving in their village churches and communities. The great joy was that when it came to the final session, 
there was a request for a party, and offers of wine and refreshments. 
 
So what next? This summer’s programme took us out and about into the deanery and a bit beyond; visiting 
churches and charting Christian belief and practice through the ages as evidenced by church architecture, 
fittings and furnishings. We were led by the delightfully eccentric teacher, Reader and church building  
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enthusiast extraordinaire Roy Tricker. One of the requests from the group was help in understanding our 
church buildings. So is this just all about looking backwards? I hope not, for our buildings are an integral 
part of mission and ministry, and need to be fit for purpose; but we need to understand where we have 
come from and the inheritance that is ours, so that we can build on that as we face the future. 
 
An autumn programme has just been finalized - exploring how we use the Bible. This includes an 
introduction to modern biblical scholarship; considering how the Bible is used in pastoral ministry; its use in 
ethics (led by one of our retired priests); another session led by our Suffragan Bishop on the Bible and 
spirituality; and a practical session on using the Bible in groups. 
 
The costs have been minimal – a few travelling expenses, but nobody comes more than 50 miles and most 
have come from within a one-mile radius! It has indeed been local. The outcome, I hope, is one of 
increased understanding of what it is to be a Christian in our world today, and what it means to live out the 
gospel in our everyday lives. One of our larger town parishes uses the word 'Equipped' as their strapline; 
my hope is that LAWD has gone some way to doing that in this corner of Suffolk. 
 
 
'An inspirational course, excellent speakers, much to ponder on, after going home, also gave the 
opportunity to exchange views and thoughts with friends from many other churches in the deanery.' 
- Elizabeth Sheard, Retired Lay Chair of Woodbridge Deanery Synod 
 
'It was excellent; an inspiring opportunity to think about our worship in a number of different ways. 
Elizabeth Moore’s opening session, leading us from the prayer book to the modern day, laid out a 
fascinating context for the ways that worship had evolved. While Dave Gardner and Cheryl Collins offered 
inspirations on how things could be done differently, reaching new congregations through the 
development of fresh expressions of worship; or reaching people in a new way, through innovative use of 
the arts. The highlight for me was to visit the Quay Street Baptist church to think about the contrasts 
between Baptist and Anglican views on worship. Many of us came away with a greater appreciation of the 
emphasis the Baptist church places on a personal journey of faith, whilst still celebrating the corporateness 
at the heart of Anglicanism. An inspiring series of talks, particularly for those with interested in how the 
church came to be as it is, and how it might look in the future.' 
- a lay participant 
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